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Jones Says
England Is
Good Risk

CAPONE
ember Urges U.S.
011elp Patrol Ship Lanes

GERMAN-BORN
- IN NAVY 231
Washington, —A Navy Department report showed today that except for the Philippines, Canada
and Guam, Germany furnished
more foreign-born enlisted men in
the Navy than any other country.
Italy was second. Both showed
Increases during the fiscal year
1940, when there were 4,753 foreign-born men in the service compared to 134,801 natives.
The Philippines led with 1,878,
a decrease of 113 from the previous year. Canada provided 811, an
Increase of 122, and Guam 557, an
increase of 152.
Germany's 231 was an increase
of forty-eight; Italy, 218, an increase of fifty-three.

AID
IS ACQUITED

Chicago, —Five defendants accused of conspiracy to seize control
of a bartenders union were acquitted in criminal court yesterday on
a directed virdict after the State's
key witness declined to testify.
Among the defendants were Murray Humphreys, once listed as
Chicago public enemy No. 1, and
Frank Nitti who, through his execution of Al Capone's decrees during the prohibition era, became
known as "the enforcer"
Injunction Obtained
Prosecution was initiated on
charges made by George B. McLane, business agent for the Bartenders and Beverage Dispensers
Union, Local 278, an affiliate of
the American Federation of Labor,
when he refused to testify on
grounds that he might incriminate himself the State's case
collapsed.

Germans Expect
War Aid From
Small Nations

House of tacks on Britain's Atlantic shipping
• It is not my
usual job to
Lontiik
Unofficial sug- in the face of a deficiency of warwrite the Sixteen Years Ago copy
CorantSlas
government ship protection for convoys.
for this paper, but for the past few
today
Paper Reports Axis To
British Treasury Official
States for
days I have been doing it, and yesR. A. Butler, undersecretary for
appeal to the
n's much- foreign affairs, replying to another
terday, as I wrote the copy, I rewarshs to gO
Doessmelt Vienna
Coming Here To Discuss
attacked Atlanta
voYs and for query, made the dock statement
membered something that had comfor American that Britain is maintaining close
pletely escaped my memory.
dollem credits
Leagn Of Nations
Finances
contact with the United States "on
supplied.
•••
, censer- all matters of common interest" in
• On the first page of the issue
Ian 'Cam
Bucharest, Rumania —The frank
Washington, — Speculation on
liarnent and the Pacific and Clement R. Attie,
vative member et
-for December 5, 1924, there was a
statement that Germany expects
long story announcing the begin- the possibility of loans to Great
an educator Was taught church the deputy leader, reiterated assursmaller European nations to lend
and 1925 at ances that Britain did not intend
history between
ning a campaign to erect a new Britain reached new heights in
their armies, their territory and
, urged that to "barter the sovereignty of any
building for the Methodist Church. Washingtoe tonight following two
Oberlin cones,.
their transport facilities to the axis
striking
developments:
patrol
trade
British territory" in the Western
the United titatsk
The story occupied more than a
for a spring offensive was made
tic with her Hemisphere for American war help.
the
full column and for a few minutes (1) Jesse Jones, secretary of comroutes
today by Curentul, the newspaper
h• e said, Bri- Commons also heard from Sir
I wondered idly who wrote it. I merce and federal loan adminisown navy,"
which frequently is called the Nazi
gton can- John
tamn should
Anderson, lord president of
saw that the story concerned a trator, remarked tersely that Engmouthpiece in Rumania.
is.1 help"
the council, that powers of labor
meeting of the board of stewards land Is "a good risk" for loans.
didbr we want
Rumanians in particular were exthis nation can compulsion may have to be infor the Methodist Church and I He added that ordinarily he favor"I do not see
horted to look serious/3r upon their
and baby, bear the
Mrs. T. L. Maupin
burdens of voked to rehabilitate bomb-blasted
was never a member of that body. ed lendhig money "to good risks
promise of military assistance to
which, after Industrial centers, that shipping MINISTERS MEET
Yet the story was complete, and I when they need it for a proper pur- Hickman, were dismissed yesterday carrying on a
from the Fulton hospital.
tly, Ls just as losses in recent months in AmeriWEDNESDAY A. M. the axis—made, along with those
saw that it had been written by pose."
all, if we Me it
of Hungary and Slovakia, in recent
(2) Secretary
Morgenthau anMrs. Paul Stephens, RFD 1, Win- much to the
of America as can supply lanes had not been
some person who was present at
nounced
only
a
few
minutes
later
Fulgo, has been admitted to the
The Fulton Ministerial Associa- adherence to the "all for one and
said Hannah. "under-estimated" by the governthe meeting.
for our own
that
Sir
Frederick
Philips,
the
unton
hospital.
tion
'welded
convened Wednesday at 10:30 one for all" alliance of Berlin,
ment
and
that
Diesel
technical
naval
ad••
dersecretary
of
the
British
treasMrs.
Byron
McAlister.
and
baby
a.
m.
in the
en avoided visers were doing everything posoffice of the First Rome and Tokyo. Nazi troops al• Then I remembered that I
CIOnt.--nninnt
, who re- sible to "find an early and ef- Methodist Church The business of ready are in Rtunania.
had been at the meeting. Rev. J. V. ury, was 'arriving in the United are doing fine, at the Fulton hoe- a direct reply IS
Freeman, an old friend of my fami- States today to "place the latest pital.
fleeted the nettatt concern over fective solution of the grave prob- the hour was the election of offi- "Axis diplomacy," said the newsFred Hudson is improving at the U-boat, subereetise and raider at- lem" caused by shipping losses.
cers for the ensuing year. Before paper, "is preparing a huge coalily, had been sent to Fulton that available information (on British
Fulton hospital.
the election Rev L. 0. Hartman the tion of all European states which
year to begin what was to be a four finances) before the treasury."
Eccles Releases Speech
V. E. Jackson remains about the SPANISH
new pastor of the First Methodist will involve participation of their
year pastorate. He knew us and we
FOUND
SWISS TOWNS
armies and free use of their terLater Chairman Marriner S Ec- same at the Haws-Weaver clinic.
Church
knew him and one of the first
CAMP SITE
ON DE
BEAT RETREAT sociation.was accepted into the as- ritories and transport facilities."
cles
of
the
federal
reserve
board
Mrs.
John
Cherry.
Dukedom,
is
places he came to visit was this
Haws-Weaver
The following were elected to of- (The newspaper did not say which
—On a spot
Hernando.
Bern, Switzerland, —Swiss mounoffice. I had never known him in said that in a speech Nov 28 in improving at the
New
York,
he
had
asserted*
clinic.
fice
in the association . President,'direction the offensive was to take
where legend has
that Hernando tain peasants are retreating graduhis youth, for he was gone from
"I believe that Congress, in conAlice Lunsford, Hickman, is do- de Soto once camomile workmen have ally before the onslaught of their Rev. E. R. Ladd, pastor of the Cum- but the implication seemed clear
the old home town before I grew
berland
Presbyterian
Church; that it referred to the German
up old enough to know folks. But sidering all the interrelated ele- ing fine at the Haws-Weaver clinic. unearthed seveleit, Spanish coins rigorous Alps
drive which is expected to descend
ments
of
the
monetary
picture.
Robbie Sue Camp is improving at so old that tbakt.lates of mintage
he was a fellow who had a heart
In the seventy years from 1860 to Vice-President—Ftev. L. 0. Hartthrough Bulgaria or Yugoslavia inIn keeping with his gigantic frame should consider whether or not It the Haws-Weaver clinic
Is erased. The WOilten were evacu- 1930 the population of 242 mountain man, pastor of the First Methodist
Jess Cashon, Dukedom, has been ating for the
telindation of de villages studied declined by 22,000, Church; Secretary, Rev. Cannon 0. to Greece, Turkey and the middle
and he took me into his circle of would be wise to make credits avaeast—aimed
eventually at Suez;
to the
Haws-Weaver Solo's new courtRioese.
friends without delay I was one ilable at low rates, as a means admitted
an average of 18 per cent, while Sloan, pastor of the Church of the
possibly
to
be
coordinated
with a
of
aiding
the
British.
taking
as
colclinic
for
Nazarene,
treatment.
Treasurer,
Rev.
E.
A.
county were during the same period the populaof his friends from the day he first
Hernando and
German thrust through Spain at
lateral their gold, as well as their
Hiram Fagin underwent an ap- named for the
who die- tion of Switzerland as a whole al- Autrey, pastor of the First Baptist
saw me.
Gibraltar.)
security holdings here, in Canada pendectomy yesterday at the Haws- covered the
Church.
River
most doubled.
•••
Curentul also forecast an axis
or
elsewhere."
The association expressed its apWeaver clinic and is getting along
• Preacher Jim. as I later callOne old peasant, explaining the
league of nations at Vienna—in
Eccles released what he termed as well as could be expected.
retreat before nature, comment- preciation for fellowship and the
ed him, and the name "Jim" fitted
R B. Carr is improving at the
untiring labors of the Rev. W. H. which the axis would make and
ed:
him like a glove, had one custom a "full and correct text of his
pursue its own decisions without
which was most enjoyable. He lik- speech before the National Indus- Haws-Weaver clinic
"No one like to have a ten- Saxon, former pastor of the First
referring them lo satellite states.
trial
Conference
Board.
He
said
Methodist
Church,
exult,
asked
the
ed to entertain his offic.ial church
.4.0111
he
-wee
doing
this
because
"incorseeretx:re to'ecrnifey stieh etpresPASICSidaVieli TO tdatif —
famlly in his own 'home and there
SCOUT NEWS
OVER MAMMOTH CAVE
was never a man who knew the rect and misleading accounts" had
homemade sion to Rev. Saxon, by letter,
San
Francisco, —A sixty-day thug down to some
;
The
Scout
meeting of Troop 43
appeared.
The
next
meeting
of
the
swaviaFrankfort. Ky., —The National labor tie-up of over forty coastal apple cider '
secret of entertainment any better
held the first Wednes- was held last night at the Cabin
tion
will
be
Park
Service
notified
Governor
than he. So, a few days after he
freighters, many of them transGeoree Wants Speed
on Vine street with 17 boys present.
day in January
arrived as pastor of the Methodist
"THE WAY OF VICTORY"
Another major development bear- Johnson today that it would take porting lumber for national deThe meeting
opened with the
Church, he told his board of stew- ing aid to Britain occurred when over operation of the Mammoth fense construction, appeared headiledge of Allegiance to the Flag,
revival
The
attendance
at
the
Cave
area
as
a
National Park next ed for a settlement today.
ards that he would entertain them Senator
George (D., Oa.), new
.'ollowed by the rededicaUon of the
meeting now in
progress at the FORD FAVORS GIVING
in his own home. The capable Mrs. chairman of the Senate foreign re- July 1 subject to conditions yet unScout Oath.
All that remained was ratifica- First Baptist Church was gratifyFreeman, who is still with us, of that United States foreign rela- announced
ENGLAND ALL MONEY
After roll call. Mr. Ed'wards retion of a new contract by the A. F ing last evening. Preceeding the
Newton B Drury, Natanal Park
course took a great hand in the lations committee, told reporters
IT WANTS IF NEEDED hearsed the boys in
the parts that
Pilots of sermon Mr. Prosser, the director of
L. Masters. Mates and
matter, and Preacher Jim came into that United States war materials service director, telegraphed Johnthey are to play in the program at
America. Cant C F. May, head of the music, brought a powerful mesthe office, laid his
great hands factories should be placed on a 24- son today that Secrete!" Ickes had
Detroit.—Henry Ford said today the Science Hall. December 9. There
the union, said the membership sage in song. singing "Take up Thy
around my
shoulders and said: hour day and the whole arms pro- approved plans to take over "full
that if Great Britain needs money will be a hamburger supper Monday
would vote on the pact this after- Cross and Follow Me."
"Son, you are going to be a Metho- duction program stepped up to a operation" of Mammoth Cave" subhe favored "giving them all they night at the Science Hall lunch
noon, with ratification recommendReverend Autrey's meslage was want."
dist steward tonight for once in "war-time" pace because material ject to the completion of necessary
room for the benefit nt the Scouts
ed by him.
one of power as he discussed the
your life. I want you at my home aid to Britain must be given quick- steps" outlined in a letter wh,ich
'It will end the war in a hurry," in Troop 43 and 44. Dads and all
agreement was reached subject, "The Way to Victory" or
The
tonight."
Johnson said late today he had not
he said in brief interview "We did men and boys interested in Scoutly if it is to be most effective.
between the deck officers' ne- "The Way of Salvation," reading
•••
yet received
it
before and we might as well do ing are invited. This is the first
gotiating committee and the Ship- Ephesians 2. 4 through 8. -The
The decision is dependent upon
• How Preacher Jim and Mrs. 110111110111313 to We LEADER now.
stag affair ever undertaken by the
owners Amociation of the Pa- plan is a simple way to life eternal it again."
Ford, who 25 years ago started troops and it is hoped that everyFreeman ever handled that crowd Kee per year. 61.06 for three a congressional appmpriation of cific shortly after another agreewins
life
eternal
has.
and
one
who
funds for operation of the area and ment had settled difficulties bea peace expedition to Europe, said body interested in this work will
in the Methodist parsonage that months.
was reliably reported in Washing- tween the shipowners and the won the battle We hear a great he was convinced neither side help make it a success.
night I will never know. I only
deal today about battles. We are
S.
•
•
• • ton to exclude from the required
present war. "Aqter
know that long tables were set up
Plans were made for the decoraA. F. L. sailors union of the Pa- in a constant warfare. nations are would win the
park
this war is over," he said, "I see the tion of the dining
area
which
seemed to run the entire • WATER CONSUMERS
the Great Onyx and Cry- cific.
room for the
at war, people are in ph3sics1 war- people turning to the land the
stal Cave area
length and breadth of the house, •
IMPORTANT NOTICE
night of December 9. When this
live
as
long
as
fare
that
they
may
source of all things needed for the discussion was over the meeting was
Clifford E. Smith. Frankfort atand there was a seat for everybody.
possible, we have battles for fame, peace and prospecity of any naA magnificent meal was served, for • Year attention is celled to
torney and member or the Kendismissed.
we are struggling to become he- tion.
Preacher Jim always had an ap- • the niesithly payment of water
tucky National Park Commission,
Scribe—Virgil King
roes, we have battlec, for Inpetite for good food and presumed • bUb dee Member ist. Mame
a Mate agency, estimated recently
H. K. Buck, trainnisutter, is in dividual character. If we would be
every other man had the same feel- • call at City Mal and pay same. that 51,000 acres were either purtoday
Jackson
the soldier God would have us be,
ing.
•
PAUL DWYER, Mayer.
chased or in the procesa of being
E. Dawson. trainmaster, was we must have courage, It will take
K.
•••
• Adv.
207-et.
bought. He said this figure was
power, the power that comes down
• I remember also the white • , • • • • • • • • 6,000 above the National Park fiery- in Mayfield YestsrdaY.
claim agent. Mem- frosn God above that envelopes us.
Hovius,
Bill
smiling eyes of that
head and
phis, is in Fulton today
irSalvation means redemption of
grand old gentleman. J. C. Cheek,
Wilcox,
assistant
R.
W.
earth, the home of man. When
engineer.
tithe
as he presided over the meeting.
Water Valley, was In Pelton today. Jesus comes back, we will have the
He is another of my favorites of
A. C. Palmer. supervisor signals. glorious privilege of following the
past years and present years; a
Miss., was in Fulton to- King. God will redeem the home of
New York, —Urn, a troubled ship. I do not hesitate to say that
Grenada,
man who has an inner feeling for
man. He will redeem our souls Sal- winter sky 25 years ago badly, the I learned a great deal on that
courtesy and consideration and a
Chris Damian°. fuel engineer, vation is from above. Salvation is Oscar II nosed down New "."-rk har- voyage which has helped me to ungentle manner of speaking. I did
mu in Breford yesterday.
not of works lest any man should bor and started one of the strangest derstand other things that have
not know when I went to the dinwent
occurred during these 36 years.
engerrisor,
Purcell.
boast, but the smallest Christian odysseys in American history.
S.
W.
anything more
ner that it was
New York. —John J. ihnIth, New has to breath through a tube. This to Jackson this morning
The Oscar II was the "peace ship" "And It seems to me that with the
will work. If you find you have no
than a get-together meeting for
York newspaperman. a mute whose first model boxier gave some slight
Paul Psalms, altrieeitural agent, desire to work. examine yourself. chartered by Henry Ford, and its oceans full of warships, we can afthe purpose of starting off the
Were ford te remember that there was
have
been
passengers
weal
cords
gone
for
changes
was in Men yesterday. Church membership will not save oddly-assorted
of
pitch,
in
Chicks*,
imitation
of
church year. I soon saw that serinine years., last night pressed •lit- part of the human voice's natural
saved will be- bound for Europe to "get the boys once a peace ship. At least we who
that
is
man
a
but
were
afoot,
for
Preacher
plans
ous
tle busier button to the side of range, by the simple expedient of
long to the church, the man that out of the trenches by Christmas." sailed in 1915 did not decrease the
Jim wasted no time in beating
throat and talked. distinctly. rocking the vibrating button from
Today, a handful of its survivors life or love that was In the world.
is a Christian will want to be in
around the bush. He saw the need his
broadcast.
national
radio
side
such writers as Elmer It is a pleasure after so many years
over
a
to
—including
side.
Salvation
is
church.
While
some
for a new church building and was
The busier replaced his lost voice. Previous devices have been used
Braley and Irving to greet my fellow voyagers an the
Ham Crittenden was arrested by the most precious gift no one has Davis, Berton
certain that Fulton could build one.
Its sound, a male monotone busk by the voloelem but this is the South Fulton offleen yesterday on enough money to buy it. it is a gift Caesar—gathered at a luncheon of Oscar II."
were
laid
preliminary
plans
The
Henry Ford's aversion to war we*
Passed through the walls of his tint one to put a substitute voice a charge of public drunkenness. He of God. I am glad r can say to any the Overseas Press Club of Amerithat night, and with a newspaper
was triad today before Mayor D. A. man. that Jesus came to save you. ca to commemorate the expedition. widely imown, and on the night of
throat to the spot where a normal in the normal speaking position.
man's usual cynicism, I wondered
manifestation of Nov. 23, IOW after a eantennee
Invented by 011bect Wright, Hol- Rogers.
God sent salvation through Jesus The unusual
started that voice box would be.
If the enthusiasm
Merely by moving his mouth and lywood, Calif., it is an adaption of
but not through the Holy Spirit. pacifism begun that bleak day was with President Wilson, the aldiamonight would last.
lips in the manner of speech. Smith another recent sound instrument, PRECINCT COMMITYWR
convict, fated to come to an inglorious end. bile manufacturer
chartered the
The Spirit's office is to
•••
the 1$000•034 which Wright inventtalked.
RUCTION comfort and reveal to us how to The goal was a conference of peace Oscar II to carry an expedition be
• As all of us know now, it did The bumer—operated by two ed for use on the movies.
cannot be saved advocates to influence belligerent Europe.
be saved. You
Wright
last. Preacher Jim galvanised his
said
or the miracles. government to end the war—but He had said: "I will wend flare
the
church
the
entire
through
Democrat
voters
are
hereby
equipment
All
=mall flashlight batteries—la somecongregation Into new life as he thing new to science, the first and probably would we
about two notified that an election of Pre- It was when Jesus climbed the the war was to run its destructive cent I have in the trend if mew.
talked of his vision for a great new only one yet made, and the miracle pounds and should be cheap to cinct Committeemen and cominit- rugged Uwe and spilled his blood and horrible course for three long sary to bring about an end et tbe
war."
building, and in 1922, I believe it of its use is that the voiceless per- manufacture—perhaps for about $6. temente will be held at the poll- that he said. 'It is finished' and years more.
natal Ciod looked down from heaven and
1'-'-grain
Per.
$ew&
the
Be did wed gleheSe.
was, the cornerstone was laid for son doss not have to learn how to Smith said on the broadcast:
of
each
in
Plato
ing
Aboard Ike Vasa abir wage
the magnificent building which is talk. The sound Is there for his "fr. Wright. you have given me Gettnty precinct& at obiook p. m. was satisfied. The way of the cross In a telegram rt,aci at the lunchnow in use. That vision was pro- use. right in the old familiar place back everything I I. Then are on flaterday. Decentitir
11140. All leads home. All that believe on the eon in honor of the survivors oi the sheet Wit•ygmeligmal.
thousands of other people like me. *ten are urged to lei present
bably in Preacher Jim's mind be- In the throat.
pease mtegaategoiledenteagallhalle
Son shall never perish. If you look sailing. Ford said in part:
Tor all of than and for myself I"
4
fore he came here, but he told as
through the spirit, you will me one "I'm glad that you are otienbsy mesa* mreada, Vie1=
B. J. liar.
and on Sell
Os
of it on that night sixteen years He does not even have to swell say, thank you. Gilbert Might—
that stands between you and earth, the Mith anniversary of tbe
Tahoe Cou:7111rasseaue
any breath—Smith cannot, for he Cod bless you."
of what has been celled the pease war.MtWig UMW
this one is Jesus Christ."
ago
itseeetive cumill$1140
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NOTICE
I TOR IIMOT: .Two sleeping rooms,
an errand of mercy to Chile
or W.fuenleligd apartment with
The great machine, designed to
ALCATILeZ PRISON
Alattre& telephone, Iti: W. P. 1110111RELL, ESTATE
carry tons of death-dealing bombs
lights, wash* machine. SW00 To the Credelers of W. P. marten,
Ilan Francisco, Alcatraz federal over hundreds et nine has been
I85-6i. incased.
Telephone 1Q11.
,
. _
_
wn .,y,:,,,
prison officials reported today that placed at the disposal ul Senora
sin ...1 --Imminence in an ,._
---- --&[ All creditors of W. P 'MURRELL
Henri Young. bank robber, had kill- Davila, stricken wife of DO11 Carlos Important new decision in the aido• room WItlifttidtvldhalt9 end of W P. MUEFOR RENT: To
Chile.
tor-Britaei program --perhaps on;bath and garage , tortment in da-tRELL LUMBER COMPANY are reed Convict Rufus McClain, 37, in Davila, former president of
used to
t
a sudden attack with a makeshift If doctors agree, it mey be
a par with the dramatic destroyer
ple
hoxiiire3s4cle
bom-Ip
. nA
ced.v . , r oil & ralLi quested to file their chums, duly
dagger lin the prison tailor shop. , mks her to her Santiago home.
trade or the release of giant
verified according to lnw. with me
286-1
for
ill
McClain, his abdomen ripped In , Sento Davila has been
bet's-was strongly indicated today.I
the administrator of the estate.
as
ii,,,236..S.6tsic.i
\-Pr.3.-3110
------a..r.
"
Positive information was lacking IR
the razor-sharp steel spike, dieci . many months. Recently she underW. M. WHITNEL. Jr.
room
,
York
hotfelf.1
New
I went an operation in
several hours alter the attack.
as to the exact nature of the mat-! FOR TLITRT-1. Administrator of the
Young. 29-year-old prisoner froie City. Several weeks_ have elapsed ter under consideration but high ' ea th ta th rued
Estate of V/. P. Mur ell.
it
Turner.
cordttion.
Adv.
the
Wastinagton state. was placed In since then and her
. significance was attached to
288-3t.
-- -`o fact that it brought nine of the solitary confinement.
hare' has failed dewas rePcmted
officials in the
FOR RENT-moo:Ai home On'
most important
The stabbing occurred yesterday improve. Attorney physicians
to
returned
be
should
for
yesterday
together
she
street. St,. n. iluaira. AdV.1
'Norman
cided
Oovernment
James
ien
Was
CARD OF THANKS
and was revealed by
287-6t.
where the climate might a conference.
'Chile
the
to
telegrams
May ee say to the many friends
la
Jeltonion
I
orot
..
were that the ,a__ __._ _ _ _
' First surmises
press. The warden said he had not prove to be beneficial.
who extei oted sympathy, undertook up the meeting was concerned la ,th the ,I FOR RENT: Th.c • rooin apartand lendnesrs during the
been able to determine hew Young , Chilean authorities
standing
- ,
with Sum- iquestion of supplying Britain with tment Moore Jo
siier. lel • 649• Adv. einem+ and death of our son and
obtained and sharpened the steel question of the journey
nos Welles, undersecretary of state.tenough tonnage to replace some of
Crockett. you
. brother, David L.
'
289414
spikeThe matter then went to the Presi- ;her recent heavy shipping lasses.
have made t he burden lighter and
"-----:, dent who 0:tiered the bomber made One informed official said. how-'i WANTED TO BUY--Csocci used to eaeh of you we are deeply t•rate*ARMY ROMEO MAT YAM
available,
ever, that if merchant shipping ,typewriter. Teleelooe 3e(13. Adv. fill. May Ood bites you.
SICK CHILE.AN W031AN
at
start
will
flight
discussed. "it wasn't the big
The
Mitchell:was
TOD.tY
BACK TO Row
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Crockett
'2119-3t.
Field, N. Y.. tomorrow if Senora thing.Mrs. Grace Roach
beof
'insisting Is Feeler
Washington_ -Acting under or- Davila's physicians approve
Mos Gladys Crockett
omse, eartime.
ID!" RENTWhatever else was discussed. iti '
Mrs. Ittith Speight
ders from President Roosevelt. tho ginning the jouurney at that
Tele(?rr.eni
d
ner Park Avenu,
apparently had a close link with
Army pot one of its giant four-mo-289-6t. Adv.
,
800.
phone
A
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Leader Want Ads bring results. ,the whole question of British Numtor bombers in readiness today for
cisil resources and her ability to!
_
oap buy war materials in this country. 1
glIIMIBMCINIKICIPIrlitertiMMISCXVITMC46 i This financial question, itwaswasa
authoritatively reported.
J
.
major topic, although the meet,41
• ang was not for the purpose of
NEM DISTINCTIVE! PRINCESS PATTERN
,considering whether the United
to
.States should advance money
MATED Vote
help Britain.
Mel PAVER on
I
lien dad sip.
18c
MISR POTATOES. Cobblers, really nice, 10 lbs
willETTRA t)`.
%
3WW1'POTATOES. nice for bakine 3 Pos.
POIR oe pr-'
5c
II easobro wee,
TURNIPS. purple tops, fresh. nice. 3 lbs. __

MOT

SLATING IN

British Help
Hike In SightlinnetliPcing

YOU'LL FEEL BErfER

like this if you know you are amp!, protected hy insurance. It can't prevent the trouble, but
it can save bcav loos. Let our lien ice tio your worrying es er loss.

In a scene

FALL AND FALL

WEVOIREMPOOP
Kit0GER MIMIMINIIIIIINIIIIIMOMMAIWOVVVIMPARM

READY FOR CHRISTMAS!
ONE WEEKSPEC/AIM GETPrices
Good Friday and Saturday

A

Well, Folks, les Ohl Ilan Pickle Still
hittling(lo Those Prices

2

10c

CLASSIFIED RATES

3c

One Insertion 2 cents Per Word
(Minimum charge 30c).
Three Insertions 4 cts. Per Word
(Minimum Mice
Six Insertions 5 els. Per Word
(Minimum 61c
Telephone Numbers
Counted as Words.

15c
-2c

1 712c
10c
612c
I3c
202

PICKLES, sour or die. Quarts. each
SALT for table use, regular size. 3 for
SHREDDED WHEAT. regular size. 2 boxes
JACK FROST BUCK WHEAT PANCAKE FLOUR,2 for
Royal any flavor or Pudding, each
GUM AND CANDY. all Sc bars, 3 for
make it hot. each
TEA-C-II. w:th glass,
PUMPKINS, fresh, nice sue. each
SAUSAGE. pure pork, made the country way. 2 iois

toe

17c

9e
Sc

040a
4

PORK CHOPS, ornall. lean. lb
PORK ROAST. shoulder cuts, lean b.
16"2c
OLEOMAROERINE BUTTER, good for table use (limit 2-lbeo
ese'
LARD, pure bog, the best, bulk, 4 ib3.
33c
OYSTERS, fresh pinta, really nice. pint
33c
31c
RAM. Aiced, center cut. tenderized. Pe

FEE
somosssismssisrip

lle!irery Inyirhere.

inytinie -- l'hone 226

FOR RENT' House newly papered and painted on Jackson street.
See or call C. J. Muetall Phone 949.
Adv.
284-6t.

-2,X,Ia:tc4XUallaeZt"...214-474-=;
- - ,-11:20azNalkeDia:2440-2
W.ARITS RADIO
SERVICE

r-1r--

ieeo.J

New RCA Tirding Equipment.
A11 Work Guaranteed.

EN DO THEIR DUTY

WAR I)
Re frigeration

Set-.ire

Fallon's Ont..- Complete Radio
and Refrigeration Service
24 Walnut Street - Phone 4
a

REGI'LUI
SPINE CARE

Certainty we have a good fire

Ii

;1

It..r.y persons have awakeos,
to the value of reguiar spnal examination and restoration oi
postural defects, and are beim
rejuvenated by this natura!
method. Still others are profiting by the same systematic carof their bodies that they tziv.
their automobiles, accoulitin
systems and other interests.

drintrIntrtil. munsi ii

the best In porierthug your prouvrir at oil
lows. There are tines, however, when the ht--41 can- I
sole your prispeftry from hen% y tiarn:r.o•. Our it:suf.:into' serl are gives yOu

Nir.t.

are :dna)

and after poem!, coast

•
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Chiropractor

PrOleclion.

I o talk oser sour

problems

Palmer t;raditate
•
oFFIcE 110/11R

511

tive nth ice.

9 bo 12

•

P114)NE 153
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PIIINAPPLE

PINEAPPLE
or Crushed

19e

No. _
I (vs

.t

•

,

•

*

•

pkg.

23c

_ 37e

KArriturga Or SANKA
COFFEE, M.

FIGS .10-oz. pkg. -

411 Flisrorh
packcites
-13C

33c

10c

CURRANTS. 10-oz. pkg. _12lac
. 10e

MINCEMEAT, pkg.

CATSUP, 14-oz. bottle, 3 for !Sc
SWEET PICKLES, 43-oz jar 35c

MENEM.

S()
how
•Lux • l.if,
•••

ENGLISH WALNUTS. lb. .2k

Seedless Raisins
BIlk

'!7e 4 lbs.

Nolel

1111.••1

99c

KW1ICK !CRISP st.An

_
lb. 171c
1; CON
121c
D.S,BELLIES
Sausage T-ERiPerLE lb. pkg. 25e
35c
Fre,-Shore Oysters
Fres-Shorp Oysters rINT 25c
UARTER. lb.---ARTER. Ih.-- -- l0F ORE
MUTTON 'I,
OR WIIOLE

STREAK-0LEAN

FRYING SIZE
SELECTS. pt.
SIEWING

PLIM PORK SAUSAGE or
GROUND BEEF.lb.
=MA

am•

ALMONDS. lb.

23c

SHELLED PECANS, lb.

40c

sIIELLED ALMONDS, lb._

59e

Fresh Cocoanuts
Lemons
(

Large Size

Large Head

lower

Small Si e

Oefinuiteed to Pop
Popcorn
turnip Greens,2 lbs.

•

MEW

5c
eloz.
v
"1.15
cloz. 15c
each 15(
dm.10e
11).5c I
13c
-

ACCEPT /N11

•

1.

AMAZING GUAG/110.8*
BUY arty Kreger Item LI K E it ire well or baiter. OR reesra
"lep0.lien is origins/ container and we will topi•c• et Pan Me any other brand Ivo sell of the WWII Iwo. repo:Mess of prigs
•

soakikaaomPamimi

-4Ib
,
0
Alb 110 •
•
••
•

ID for 19e
2 eloz. 25c

New Cron

inesap Apples

4111r,t

IP

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
25e
quart jar

(Juicy, fine for colds)

'fangeri nes

BEEF ROAST BRISKET. lb.- He
Rot,tui oc Loin Steak,lb.- 35e
Pi Ears,Tails or Snouts,lb.10c

,•••

APPLE BUTTER. ?8-oz. jar 10c

Juicy, Texos

Thick Rib itri.ket. lb. 22e

ran

19c

11)E FRI. IT 1eA'Ieed'es"

15c

14 lOGER

LARGE PECANS, lb.

BABY FOOD, Heinz or Clapps
lec
2 can:

GRAPE JUICE,12-oz. hot.-10e
23c
Salad DRESSING =',71(13'ruc!,'y
Tomatoes, No.2ean 4 for-25c
FRUIT COCKTAIL 7;"tfiti' 10c
Sweet Potatoes,10lbs.----25c

Fresher and 1;.,tter

ank •••
.

1%-1b.

I T% ink le Culatin

47c

1
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
- - 2-13 can 48c'

.4-

411 McCall St.- So. Fulton

•••

KROCIO, 3 lb. can

lb.

wowlelennowslenswiirdirree•

__.
L r._-7gF?fgA'rMcriTmc'F-

•••••

SNOWDRIFT, 3 lb can _

Fines t

- Ito 5

Ind by Appointment

Atkins Insurance Agency
Like Street - - - -

ne

iffir=411,

•

,

CRISCO. 3 lb. can

or
1.P.MeiN PEP:L. lb
ORANGE PEEL,

or

and Fourth street. Call 6e6. Adv.
28016t.

A

SCOTT TISSUE, 3 rolls ___ _23c

WALDORF TISSUE 3 rolls 14c

2FS

A

--- Fulton. Kentucky

411MMIN=111.1.1MMUIMIE

Unfit Cal.(' full!

g

FOR RENT: Six room house or
two 3-room apartments. W. B. :,.ic2.83-6t.
l Clain. Adv.

ENGLISH PEAS

No. 2 ettns
2fl
25c
3
36c
4
irsnn
ior
_ 9c 10
4
PIECHORES,No.2can- 10c lthristnios
oN
.
.2441)
25C
Rruun
OAR
15e
XXXX
Mr%
33, ts.--211e
(,LAcs cmoutos.
14e
buxr.
01.44
6
17e
boxes
6
MATCH
MOW

Man
WANTED.
SALESMEN
,wanted for Rawleigh Roete in Futton Counti where Products are
. well known. Hustler with car can N,1
from start..
expect good profits
Write at once.
Rav.leigles. Dept.I 47
KYL-8-207, Freeport. Ill., Adv. It.

for Be ter f;roceries. Quantity Prices There Will
Hare To Be hiother--

Fn4t `elate

tfunii“) or Jewel

paper
sack

EXCHANGE FURNITURE
COMPANY

Y.

P1Clan GROCERY

3POUND BAG -37c lb. 13C

Goilehum S. I_ G4 K

PU1I I UM

Ricars:._ Rouse at comer Carr.:

I

priced!
VARIETY. • •
VARIETY.. •'

E_

Church SL-Fulton, Ky.
rtime 31.

27c
2t1c

n
o
1i e;:
fereht.
.

1

SPOTLIGHT

Let us repair that Neater, before cold weather. Our price is
reasonable. Estimates free. We
also specialize in Furniture repairing and Retinishing. We
call for and deliver.

13c

29c

Layfirs 41.-4

I7
COCOA,2 pound box
+ FRENCH BRAND COFFEE,2 lbs. -- 35
Sliced or Crushed Pineapple. 7-oz. ran MUSTARD.9-oz. jar (glass to )----- ate

CLOCK BREAD
dekuitA,4N:d.cl

WM140116E0
to Ow aedisfircHos le ordinary
wad
NtilillY1 A d
#5*** •s•I-.
pieces S. . _r
PA•evisfei

;

25c

WANT ADS

ONIONS. white or yellow. 3 lbs
TOMATOES. fancy pinks. 2 lbs.
CELERY OR LETTUCE, fresh. fancy. 2 for.
CABBAGE fresh, nice. lb.
ORANCES- TANGERINES. sweet. juicy. dozen
GRAPE FlatefT. Florida. "Mor-Juice," 3 for
GRAPM.really nice. lb.
BANANAS. golden ripe. "a Pickle bargain," doz.
CORN. TOMATOES and PUMPKIN, No. 2 can. 3 for

DATE CAKE

cranIkem SAUCE

4.•

mottmov otaoft t soaa

5

_
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'today for a bit of young feminine day and Mrs. Bessie Bitting, 49- plalned Mrs. Hitting. "Besides" she
British Order
year-old chlldle&s housemother, an- added, "I've got 43 davits here in
I influence.
today she would file adop- this dormitory. They're all good
nounced
60 Freighters
found
was
A three-weeks-old girl
papers,
Wm
boys and students, but they need
abandoned in the hallway of the
From America dormitory
at 1:40 a. m. last eater- "Fve always wanted a baby." ex- a girl around."
-04
London, —The British disclosed
today that they nave turned to
United States shipyards with an
ceder for 00 new freighters to meet
their most inunedlate menace—Nazi
raids from on, above and below the
surface of the ma.
In addition, Ronald H. Cross, the
youthful minister 'et shipping, told
the House cif CoMiions: "Old but
States vessels,
aervicable United
Ineluding veMdle belonging to the
maritime 00MMAllinon. have been
alid will continue to be purchased
for the British flag as opportunity
offers."
Britain's own :figures and acknowledgements., --entirely aside
from those broadeast by the Germans, made it a Ilack Tuesday for
Britain at sea. Another cabinet
member, food ministPr Lord WooltOn, declared in a speech: "We
must have Speed! Sneed! Speed!__
and Ships! Ships! Ships!"
The German high command announced two Odeeeissful submarine
funaults on British convoys Monday in which 17 merchantment of
more than 131,000 tons and an auxiliary cruiser of 17,000 tons were reported sunk. Two other ships were
Dated as probably sunk, increasing
the likely toll to more than 160,000
tans by U-boats alone that day.
. Presumably these were the ships
which seat distress signals from
west of Ireland
about 500 miles
oyer a 20-hour pen,,d beginning
late Sunday night It recalled the
attack Nov. 5 by a German surface
raider on a 38-ship convoy. Only
'
British armed
the fight of the
merchant cruiser Jervis Bay, which
went down with her guns roaring
'permitted the bulk of those ships
to escape.

I

PSI IVANIA
0440seADVANCED
The Now Advanced is a groat deal more than just an
ordinary Ural Clean-cut, spood-Rnocl. trim and smart,,.
wide, deep tread and hoary, road-gripping shoulders aro
built for long, safe miloago. Notice the delightful, resilient
comfort that only Pennsylvania's exclusive Super-Pressure
Curing method can give to a tire. •Get our moneysaving micas' and easy terms on this New Advanced tire
a really GREAT value'

•PIEMSIIIII-TYPE FUME •BANJO-TYPE REAR AXLE •IML DAM Ni CLEANER
—11nomos al dirt. omen
analln—fasiar to service,
91.1111119S —Use. hada*
If seesaws.
▪ soon pa.
easily rspimashis.
•111111/11-11EMMINI IIIIIVERSAL •F1014LIMTMO NEAR AXLES •EIRAIST VALVE $EAT
NISERTS--Prolong miss
—Efficient, as loggia se
MATS— Andrei Indies,
lita, saes ragriodig.
arM shaft
saes repairs.
•TAPERED ROLLER MEL •CUT RUM BRUM SRL •fl-PASS
Speeds ssiglos vomo-up,
FM= — Retain shape, desMUM — Log lasting.
saves gas sod sit
Mots Mat middy.
road aids thrust

IFIFLE M()1()1t (.011PANY
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210 Fourth !‘ttri.t.t
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SUITS TO COLLECT
TRAVEL EXPENSES

4
Frankfort, Ky., —Attorney General Hubert Meredith announced
today he would file suits to recover
any illegal travel expense accounts
paid state officials and employes
which he estimated totaled $40,000
to $60,000 in the last four years.
"I'll bring the suits as soon as
the final adult is completed and
Ulm oemelled sesiAtiallik which
should be in about a week,- Meredith added.
"It was my intention all the time
to do so, but I advised the Governor yesterday in order to learn hi.;
attitude. We haven't been in accord all the time
Gov. Keen Johnson replied to
Meredith's letter late yesterday
that it was his duty as attnmey
general to recover any "unauthor
hied or illegal payments" as Mere- I
dith termed those paid for expenses
In attending conventions and conferences in other states.
43 Dowerrogir MIN MAY
HAVE YOUNG GIRL SOON
Philadelphia, —A University of
Pennsylvannia dormitory housing
men students appeared destined

a

We have 100 New De Luxe Advance Pennsylvania Tires.
6.00x16 White Side Walls, guaranteed for 18 months at a
low price. We must sell these tires this month. Come and
see these tires and we will do some "Horse Swapping."

Features like These Mean Long Life...Savo You Money,
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•
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•
•
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•
•
IMILOVA. BANILION
• ANDIAWS JIWIllitir 00. •
• • • • • • • • • •

•
•
•,,;01

•0
"I'VE OPENED
MY PACK.
COME IN
AND PEEK:"
k•

The season's biggest gift
discoveries are here!
•There's a real adventure ahead for you—
if you haven't yet seen our gift colic( non!
You'll find stunning necklaces, enchanting
silver patterns, and gay, inexpensive little
gifts, appreciated for their fashion. And
when we bear you say "Oh!" and "Ah!",
we'll know you've discovered our fascinat-

ing new Christmas Elgins! Here is beauty
of design at its best—dainty, gentle, lovely
in the women's Elgins — handsome. 'rig.
°row, and masculine in the men's. Elgin
prices are from $24.75 to $750.00. Launch
your voyage of discovery now. Come in
and see our thrilling selection today!

(Znaiii Alf01

COAL
HEATER

NOTE TO RURAL MAIL CARRIERS - - - We have a
complete line of Pennsylvania Mud Grip Tires at a• very
special LOW PRICE.
We have a complete line of Heavy Duty Tubes in all
sizei, at a very LOW PRICE.
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Andrew J. Kirkland, aged pioneer
citizen of Fulton, died this morning
at four o'clock after a long illness. He
was born in 1840 and had lived in
Fulton for many years and served as
one of the first trustees of Carr Institute
The opening guns for building a
new Methodist Church in Fulton were
fired last night at a dinner given by
Pastor J V. Freeman at his home on
Walnut street. J. C. Cheek presided
over the meeting, which was attended
by the stewards of the church and
several invited guests. Pastor Freeman stated that he believed a new
building could be erected arid pledged
his full efforts to the work.
The Little Ten Athletic Conference
will meet tomorrow at the Fulton
High School. Fulton High is a member of the conference.
At a meeting of the Lions Club
plans were laid for the organizating
of an Associated Charities group in
Mrs John Culver. Harry
the city
Brown, Stuart Brown, Messrs. Benedict and Hornbeak gave a fine program.

Pithead reery afternoon except lismdays and
hondssys, at IN Main Street, Patton. Kentudry.
Entered at the Puitcul. Kentucky Post Office as
mail instate of the aecond class June 1898. under
the Act of Congress of Marcia 1, 1870
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One Year by Carrier in City _ _ _
One Year by Mail

U. S.Geral
NNW SIM AIR BASIS
Sit* British
Washington. —A total of $11,000,.
• '"Woit't Lose" ISO has Urn alatted. It 104 IN

16 Years Ago

_ $4.00
$3.00

OBITUARIES-RESOLUTIONS—CARD of THANKS
A charge of 2 cents per word or 10 cents per line
is made for all such matter with a minimum tee ot
$1 00. This is payable hi advance except for those
who have an account with the office
CORROCTIONS
The Leader ill gLadiy correct any error in facts
which may have gotten into its news stories when
attention is called to them.
_

Editorial
MEREDITH IS HEARTLESS
heartless that
It seems utterly
up FrankMeredith
Attorney General
just
time
a
pick
fort way, should
Christmas.
before
weeks
about three
when there should be peace and conentrnent in all hearts, to spring a surprise by saying that in past years various state officials had spent more
than forty thousand dollars in what he
terms an illegal manner. He. refers
specifically to certain trips, and leaves
the implication quite plainly that he
believes several have gone on personal trips, merely for the fun of it,
and have turned in expense accounts
to the state and these have been paid.
Now the Attorney General. learning of
some of these trips, turns thumbs
down on such practices and as a parting bombshell says that he will take
steps to recover as much of the money
• thus spent as possible. It might be
nassible to recover quite a lot of it if
the men happen to be still employed
by the state. If they are it will be an easy
matter to recover this money.

I

New York,
Oen. J. R. dosed toaay. to dart carnabolsi
1, Cilun$7. 011eaggander of the Northaltatilin
beti
r 1114111rad
nasal and
fball
air
eastern Diisliest of the U. B. Army Bri
Air Coma add 11,-issmen Tuesday guarding the Atlantic sioprooduo
!that at
a fort:-three-day war- In Ameba.
tun
rey isti
lne gogiaad
oa the othaecow
nts:c
'
d'vt
elrly
e w
op
ar Annovecing that Army asiglemni
had started preliminary wart an
from the British point of view." defense hastallations In landtaand:
Describing the British Isles as lend and Bermuda and that adult."a fortress.* he said "at the rate tbnal field parties would sail °WI
they are long Tim British won't early dates" for the ix Miaow Whin
the Wu Department disclosed that
lose the war."
!Brt
Atish
skeuwo
urkeaktuid 1, • meant that the President Roosevelt had ARAM
the war, he re- *15.000,11011 of emergency funds lar
f ished, "that Is
her question? initial Army expenditures.
In the Med
onded interview This money will be spent on airpermitting dirt
•luotation given ways and construction of facilitate
,by an America,
Air Corps of- for Army garrisons whY,11 will be
'ricer returnki
from
England, stationed at the bean to protect
'General Chase,
ted the mil- them from air raids and hostile
Haft
the United landing parties.
Informs'
!States Is gisan
from England! Previously, Secretary Knox had
on both Brit
and
German disclosed that the President had
,military estabi. iv ntz "in money!made $110,0110.000 of emergency
i would be wart, .undreds of mil-!funds available to the Navy for its
lions of dollars
!share of the work dredging harbors,
iliailding wharves, naval store hauIMBSORIZE to tne tAICADERIDOw lm. repair shops and the like. Both
Keg per pear $1.00 for them mams came fresn funds placed at
amatha.
the chief executive's disposal by
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Certainly we have a pawl fire slepartaseet, sod it
win give the best in parterting your property at all
times. There are dew,bovrevarosion the best can't
save your property front loam aimage. Our insurance service gives you this proteetima.
We are always alai to talk over your prablews

MLSIC TO OUR EARS"

and offer sound,constructive advise.

Selected Feature
AMERICAN'S "WALLOP INDEX"

Now that this nation is really
swinging into its national defense program. there is a good chance to look
around and judge some of the factors
that would give any possible aggressor pause before it—or he—went looking for trouble with the United States.

If the money is recovered it will be
a most melancholy chore for those
backpjothogn
who eiyaitthwaht
coffers.
nthoet
tisftealt
IetIht-at

Doe

Examining the iacts of the case,
the conclusion is inescapable that it is
the industrial might of this country
that is our best insurance against
getting embroiled with an' other nation in the world. Col. Willard M.
Chevalier, publisher of Business Week.
hr's, for instance, collected some very
1 pertinent statistics on this subject.
I Col. Chevalier has estimated America's
"wallop index" based on the national
capacity to produce
the essentials
necessary to carry on a modern war—
items like coal, steel, autos, and electric power.

state needed his services in White
Sulphur Springs, or in Hollywood or
in French Lick or in any of the places
where men gather when they want
Supposeptolia
difficult to combine a bit of state
business with a bit of a personal trip,
"Setting at 100 the German capaand no doubt some of the lads in city to produce these resources. our I
Frankfort can easily persuade them- own capacity would figure at 242."
he
selves that such practice is quite all , declares. "Stacked up against
the toright. No doubt many trips have been talitarian powers, the United
States
made in this manner, and perhaps still has the edge despite the
recent
there might be some justice in some industrial and agricultural
acquisiof the trips. But such thirss have a tions of Hitler and his Axis partners."
way of growing and judgins from
Citing the steel industry as an
the Frankfort yarn, the practice has
been erowing on some of our Ken- example. the noted analyst continues:
"The capacity of U. S. mills at the betucky officials.
ginning of 1940 was 81.619500 tons.
This is nearly twice last year's output in Germany and the countries
Suppose John Doe made this trip that have come under German conlast spring. He lissci a fine time and trol where mills were operating at a
came back to work feeling as fit as feverish pace. It is 50 per cent greater
eight wildcats. He really fe!t that the than the production of the Rome-Bertrip had made a better man out of lin -Tokyo axis: and it falls only 15.him and that he was now ready to 000.000 tons short of the output of the
give vastly more to his beloved Com- entire world outside the United States,
monwealth. So he pitched right in but including Russia and the British
and gave prodigaPy of his stored up Empire."
strength. All the summer he gave this
Industrial production alone does
way, and about now he is perhaps not make a
country strong. National
thinking of another trip that might faith and national
unity are vital. too.
be arranged for New Orleans through
But when all work together. the result
some odd coincidence, when the Sugar surely is
foreordained.—Mayfield Mes-Bowl football game was being played. senger.
Stranger things haze happened.

1

renewed strength quite liberally
the service of the Commonwealth.
Then the cruel blow falls. Mr.
Meredith not only throws all those
hopes out of the window, but issues
the comforting statement that the trip
made last spring must be paid for
out of the official's pocket. What a
blow! For on that trip, financed by
the state, John Doe spent more liberally than he would spend personally
—by a long shot. Now, just as Christmas is peeping around the corner,
John Doe may have to dig deeply into
his pocket to pay the costs df that enjoyable trio to French Lick or Hollywood or White Sulphur Springs. Naturally John Doe sees no justice in
such a thing. That trip he made last
spring. it ancient history. Its joys
lie tad:d, and he has given of his

Cenittlimen is from satisfied customers hare
always b-ci, "music to our ears.- Naturally. we are
proud t.• !scar filterable remarks about Queen's
Choice !lour diiritin the Christmas ceason_ for sae
know this brand is a perfect cake flour.
No doubt )ou'll want sontething special in return *.lour time awl cflorts spent in baking for
the titstinas season. lose,' wart cakes that merit
contraislfftta fro* friends. Therefore, we suggest
that yin( specify one of these brands from 'our
grocer: .

QUEE7'N (.114)14T.
—0r—
:BR(EWI)ER'S SPEC' k!.
(Its dopiiettie

How could the Attorney General
be so hard hearted about a trifling
matter of forty
thousand dollars?
Particularly how can he be .so tough
just at Christmas time'?

self-rising)

Made by

Illowlreils of Fulton people have been enable(' to
build and ov•ii homes through our easy pay ment plan.
We can help you realize the dream a borne owning. It
ou are thrifty, if you have a real elesire to eon a

home, aini if yen earn a steady salary, we ran point the
was.

Remember our Kit jugs shares represent a real ineqment.

Fulton Building
and
Loan Association
INCOftPORATEDi

TELEPHONE 37 - - -

FULTON, KY.

YOU'LL FEEL BETTER

in

No loud applause wili se heard
among those who have made such
trips. No doubt there is a lot of scurrying back and forth in Frankfort
as the various John Does endeavor to
put a quiet fix on such things. All
the John
Does might be willing to
forget future trips, at least for a year
or so, but this matter of paying for
one that has been already been made is
something else entirely.

YOU CAN DOTHIS,TOO!

BEAT old man Winter to
the punch by having us
restore your winter garments
to peak condition. Remember, we exercise the same
care in dry cleaning and
pressing heavy materials a s
we do with your more delicate things.

Mtull OTIROOSTS

I *NW PLAIN
COATS The

In a i.retie like this if you know. you are amply proleetet1 by im.iiranee. It can't prevent the trouble, but
It can at e heavy loss. Let owr service do your worrying user lose.
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Outlook Studied
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be does 40

would not expand while planes were

Washington,
Commercial air
lines have agreed to turn over to
the Army a quantity of new engines
which recently were delivered to
them, making possible the immediate completion uf warplanes for
which engines had been lacking.
The air lines and manufacturers
also have agreed, the
priorities
board of the
Nutional Defense
Commission
announced Monday

washagtoo2
.

waflie quesntOntly needed by the Army and
a orweb nitapcial resources
I teen
Navy.

night, to permit release to the
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A NEW FORD CAR-

See the new SPECIAL 85-11.P. Tudor.
Sedan at our show room—
Delivered Price in Fulton—$789.00

PRASERVE TOUR

-- CALL 135-Fred Roberson
—for-Groceries & Meats
-We Deliver101 State Line St.
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RADIO SERVICE
Loosest

YES, WE TRADE—Enjoy a late model Mir

Prices and

Service Apvesswat.

Best Quality
Guaranteed

'

Get"
BARGAI

YOIR

CHEVROLETE
c
crri MOTOR COMPANY

Bennett Electric
223 — 4th Street — Phone 11111
FULTON, KY.

pro-

61,
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d
is estimated eighty-five per a ina"teriareah llaancial as well
dai.
;
cent of the American people do
The report natnre of the meetnothing whatever about preserv- 1ng also seemed to tu the news that
ing good health until some set- came out hare Saturday that the
ious disease crops up. And even British shortly would send an oftidal mission to this Country to surwhen they do anything at all it vey the financing ,problem
is usually a self diagnosis and
A possible explanstIml of today's
United
not from a competent health gathering was that tb

(81COMPOltATID)
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AUTO SALES COMPANY
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.
44
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counsellor. See your Chiroprac- States was setting up a committee
to loin this British mission in the
tor today---have your physical study—a study which ts expected
condition checked.
to develop vital intornation of the

l

PHOTOGRAPHS—

•

Why not solve your gift probiern by hav-

DR. VERA AMIN CATES

ing your portrait made now Your family

Chiropractor
Palmer Graduate

and friends want It

;T-1-7•

41111114Z SOURS
s to — — 2 to 5

And by Appointment

GARDNER'S STUDIO

•
PRONE 153
411 McCall St— 841. Felten

very nature for which a number of

Congressmen are demanding investigations.
The only certain thing about today's meeting was the attendance,
which alone was significant because nearly every time a similar
gathering of so many high °facials
has occurred in recent months
some important step in tis.e "aidto-Britain" policy has been announced very soon afterwards.
Such niseungs preluded Use tertite
of Navy destroyers for Atlantic
bases, the announcement that British would be slowed to order 12,900 awe warplatuts sad the release
of four-motored bombers to England.
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SENSIBLE PRESENTS FOR CHRISTMAS GAYETY - i
e gifts for the home and you may he sure they'll reeehe a warm weleomr—and

furniture, the enduring gift, is the hest present of all for true Christmas happiness and clierr.
a
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0164
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u.
Syr our issolti,
just the type you like
and for just u small down payment
hale one deli%ered to your home for
Christmas.
lern. aindr00111
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-Free Delivery- 1
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Innner Spring Mattress you can enjoy every day of the year. Our famous
i

819.95 up
Also others as low aa $12.95

• Permanent 'raves
• Finger raves
• Slatuninave

HILL'S BEAUTY
SHOP
fregfilande
6.

•

End Tables to large Guilder; in rich
walnut finish. Prices start at—

The pineal gift is one of our handsome Cairatite Cedar Chest..
Large
selection of styles and finishes.

$110

$16.50and up
44

.d4

'e hare 00nsiraota0401411114•1110,111110,10,irailsoillediv,
Axes, Pyrexware and .7iliensere.

U.r Skates, Scout

Furrow HARDWAREsineaTtln.Co.
08 1..ahttreet

-

Look at all these extra features of the Beautyrest Its price is $39.50 Figured over
10 years of service, that makes it cost about a penny a night. Come in and see for
yourself the extra value in a Besot r•est. Our budget terms make it easy to owa sae

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
•

•• • 4'

Sealy* from-

thir large assortment of Tables includes all types and styles front await

FOR A PENNY A NIGHT
•

Stijl('4.

e$39.90 and up

(pat-

FliONE 721 — —

RCM WELT MEM

PACE POUT(

Telephone loll.
"There is no denying that such
285-6t.
4. 4. .4. 4. 4. 4. 4. .4,_ 4. 4, 4,
&Ile
work have
efforts to delay our
FOR RENT: Nice four room with
been partially successful," he conbath and garage apartment in dutinued, "but they have not entireplex residence. See Fall & Fall.
ly succeeded, and I venture to precollapse of the
Phone
37. Adv.
dict any early
286-12t.
— -scheme in its entirety."
Philadetphia. —C o in menting
FOR RENT—Four room house,
The bulk of evidence already ob- "You've got more nerve than I
Nw
York, —Charges that the Joint subcommittee of the State tained, the investigator said, "re- have." Federal
Judge George A. with bath and garage. Mrs. Et E.
Turner.
Adv.
city's vast p.iblic school system had 'Legislature opened public hearings lates to Communist activity in the
286-8t.
Welsh gave Frank McElherron, 52,
"Mekt—
-119eM.--...
"••=1=11•115,
been used deliberately to spread on evidence it had been assembl- schools," but he added that the marine engineer accused of violatFOR RENT—Modern home on
icommittee also was trying to forret
rubversive doctrines and that pro- ing for several weeks.
neutrality
ing the United States
Norman
street. See K. Homm. Adv.
fer,sors in c:ty colleges had attempt- The committee had witnessed the ,Iout the extent, if any, of Fascist
law by sailing on a vessel which
ed to obstruct exp,ssure were made "spectacle," Windels said, of city lor Nazi activities" among the city's entered the European war zone, a
287-6t.
evenny
Monday by Paul WindeLs, counsel college professors who refused to 1,000,000
sentence
Tuesday. Mc
suspended
for a special State inquiry into answer when asked if they were
NOTICE
Elherron was said to be the first
members of the communist Party 1 MIGRANT AID
cducaticn.
person indicted under the provision.
IS PROPOSED He
Wintte', ..utlined his charges in "under aliases Iranmn to the comwas chief engineer of the Greek RE: W. P. MURRELL, ESTATE
stet."
• Electric Stoves
investigatmg
• Erector Sets
• prtvstatement issued as a mittee's
To the Creditors of W. P. Murrell,
steamer Nocolaou Virginian
—Secretary
of
Labor
Washington.
•
Coffee
Makers
•
Tool Chests
lwill1111111P11
"Did you see any submarines?" deeeased.
Perkins and Wage-Hour Adminis- asked Judge Welsh.
All creditors of W. P MURRELL
• Tea Kettles
• Paint Sets
trator Philip B. Fleming offered
"No, sir, but we heard them individually and of W P. MUR• Trucks
'• Toy China
Congress several proposals today for and, to tell you the
RELL LUMBER COMPANY are retruth,
I'm
•
Drums
• Table Tennis
easing the economic plight of mig- more afraid of lawyers
than I quested to file their claims, duly
ratory workers moving from State am of submarines,"
•
Bow
and
Arrows
•
Cap Pistols
McElherron verified according to law, with me
to State in search of Job opportuni- replied.
• Table and Chairs
• Basket Balls
as the administrator of the estate.
ties.
W
WHITNEL Jr
• Desk and Chair
• Electric Trains
CI INTON, KY. — — PHONE 169 — — FULTON, KY.
Fleming suggested extension of BLIND
MAN WITH farm
Administrator of the
•
Bicycles
• Trycycles
wage regulation to Large scale agriADVICE HITS BULLS EYE
Estate of W. P. Mur ell.
•
Wagons
give
the
culture
so
as
to
workers
JOHN DEERE TRACTORS and FARM EQUIPMENT
28S-St,
on big farms minimum pay rates of
• Cars
• Se
Strollers
telI
r
Evansville, Ind., —At a turkey
from 15 to 30 cents an hour.
shoot, a friend stood beside blind
Extensions Verged
John Ormarnan, directed him how
Many other gilts too numerous to mention
Secretary Perkins proposed that
to aim a rifle and told him to "hit
social
laws
be
labor and
extended
1—W.(:. Allis
1-1Iodcl 'A'
bull's eye'
to protect the workers in indus- the
Grossman pulled the trigger and
trialized
agriculture
and
agriculChalmers
So/In Deere
did Just that. He took home a 12tural processing and packing plants.
pound turkey for Christmas.
Tractor
Trw. Nor
The secretary suggested the extension of labor and social laws to
provide migratory workers the pro- SAYS ANT EMPLOYE OF
STATE MAY VOTE FOR
tection of workingmen's compenPRECINCT OFFICERS
sation, child labor and wage-hour
Phone 132 — Fulton Kentucky — Walnut Street
laws, wage payment
and wage
Frankfort, Ky.. --State employes
collection laws, unemployment comMim1•444iP.
pensation, collective bargaining and covered by the federal Hatch antiBREECHING
politics Act may legally vote for
• Ill'TCHER KNIVES
old age insurance.
411011
precinct committee men and womMiss
Perkins
also
called
for
the
PADS
and
COLLARS
•
SHOT
cINGLE
• r!.
regulation of labor contractors who en this coming Saturday, Assistant
1tIFLE—U.93.
• USED HOE CULTIVATORS
Attorney General Guy H. Herdrecruit migratory labor.
man held today.
Swift, Efficient Service
• 2--USED ONE-HORSE HAY
• Ft ASHLIGHTS
In response to a request from a
PRESSES
The Best in Foods
• STEEL TRAPS
Louisville Highway
Department
Summer is gone and the days and nights grow cooler
• 2 USED DISC HARROWS.
worker, Heitman said voting for a
• INGERSOL WATCHES
and cooler. Right now is the right time for storing
Banquet
Room
in
5 and 6 foot.
committeeman was no more a vio• KNIVES
your coal bins with some of our good coal. Then
Connecticut
lation of the act than voting in
•USED WALKING PLOWS
you'll be ready for winter.
• HIND SAWS
primary, adding, however, that
• USED TRACTOR PLOWS
those
covered
by
the
act
might
not
• OIL CANS
New York. —Even
Christmas
We also offer complete Plumbing Service
• USED 5-ft. TRACTOR DISC
won't cheer some sections of Eu- serve as committeemen.
• COAL HODS
rope expecting gifts from America,
• WATER SEPERATERS
• RIDING BRIDLES
for parcel post service from the
Telephone 702 — Coal and Plumbing
United States to all except ten
• WORK BRIDLES
• LANTERS
areas there has been suspended beLAKE STREET
cause of the war.
PHONE 133
Postmaster Albert Goldman reported yesterday packages might
CLASSIFIED RATES
be sent only to Great Britain, Ire1—Ford Truck-8125.00
on I 'sets Per Weed
1—Dodge Truck — 865.00
land, France, Switzerland, Portu- One In
(IS
gm Ann* INIe).
gal Spain, Gibraltar. the Azores,
Three IasAseu 4 eta. Per Weed
Iceland and the Faroe Islands.
Com plete Line of Toys and Gifts at our Clinton Store
(31Maimam 44e).
Regular foreign mall, however,
continues. This includes letters, Six Insertions 5 eta. Pee Word
(Minimum Me.)
magazines, newspapers and books.
WE STOCK "WARM MORNING" STOVES
Initials. Telephone Nambers
Coasted as Weeds.

'Nerve
War
Wins Tenn Stay
From U. S. Judge

N. Y. Teachers Are 4ccused Of
Spremli Rtzdictil
•tig Proptigantia

WILLIAMS HARDWARECO.
‘3L%

Horses, Mules & Mares for sale cheap
•

LOWE'S
CAFE

KENTUCKY HARDIWF &
IMPLEMENT COMPANY

Fulton's Most
Popular
Restaurant

)012044411-N-14244-2N-XXXX-74)110100/3471*00

COOL DAYS and NIGHTS

U. S. Curtails
Parcel Post
Service To Europe

OPEN DAY and

P. T. JONES AND SON

NIGHT

•

WANT ADS

—MYERS WELL SUPPLIES

4

Advertise in the Daily Leader for best Results!

•

Alps Continue
To Push Swiss
From Homes

I

•

FULTOLIPEnu"[PURE MILK

1

IMO

Bern, Switzerland, —Swiss mountain peasants are retreating gradually before the onslaught of their
rigorous Alps.
In the seventy years from 1860
to 1930 the population of 242 mountain villages studied declined by 22,000, an average of 18 per cent, while
during the same period the population of Switzerland as a whole almost doubled.
peasant, explaining
One old
the rereat before nature, cornmented:
"No one like to have a tenton rock come bouncing into his
kitchen Just as the family Is settling down to some homemade
apple cider."

Let us repair that Heater, before cold weather. Our price Is
reasonable. Ilstimatas free. We
also specialbie in Furniture repairing and Refinishing. We
call for and deliver.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE
COMPANY
Church SL—Palten, Ky.
Mese IA.

FOR RENT: House at corner Carr
Fourth street Call 856 Adv.

and

28016t.
FOR RENT: Six room house or
two 3-room apartments. W. B. McClain. Adv.
283-6t.
FOR RENT: House newly papered and painted on Jackson street.
See or call C. J. Muzzall. Phone M.
Adv.
2114-411.

FOR RENT: Two sleeping roma
Now is the time to renew your or well turabbee apartment with
subscription to the FULTON DAILY innerspring esettreas, telephone,
LEADER.
lights, waibing machine. SUSS.

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME

cA Christmas gift
that it ortseaTrasseere
FoUR

Corner Carr and Third Street

?

BRISTLIKOMB

—Phone No. 7—

The brush thee 11
;
1 1111.
;
1 14teug
beauty to the Mir. TINIER is
no more weicass

Ambulance Service

Delivered in Gift Boxes
ready for presentation
SPECIAL

Ar

JAMES KRUGER

,117 West State Line — — Fulton,
liaminekY
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SOCIAL and PERSONAL

4• •
games.
Miss Jane Lewis will be hostess
, to the dub next week at her home
i on Third /treat.

N. M.(800E) CULLUM. SOCIETY EDITOR—OFFICE 34

PERSONALS

Training ref DiEforso
—.•
By

Rufus' T. Ktrokrti

lawerseeional
Cerresposwiewee tithed,

WOMAN'S CLUE WILL
olcjiAzD mail power Is needed to
MEET TOMORROW P. M.
were read and roll was called by i
NOW is the time to select your 0 pat nalionat defense plans in
The Fulton Woman's Club will Mrs. Strange. During the business
CHRISTMAS CIIFTS at THE LEAD - op.ratins. New fobs are being erehave as open meeting
tomorrow period the following officers were, ER ErroRE.
287-61 sled faster this they can be afined.
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the club elected to serve &neng the coming
orucia time. f‘r roan
Mrs. E. C Underwood returned to It takes time,
home on Walnut street. Miss Mary year: Mrs. Freeman Dallas chairto learn the work of a :Allied
Royster will have charge of the pro- man: Mrs. Sterling Sennett, vice- her home Saturday in Harvey. Ill., mechanie cr tectrnielan. Yoe can't
several days educate a man ov•rnIgItt, no mlt.ee
after having spent
gram and will review
"Aubon's chairman; and Mrs. Leonard Allen,
A.
Pattick and bow great the orneriest"!
her
father.
W
with
America" by
Donald Viattle. A ;secretary.
These are facts of the greatest
family.
special musical program will be The program. presented by Mrs.
Importance tu tntustry. The War
SEE THE new "Warm Morning" Department. urtder the National Depresented, conducted by Mrs. M. W. Fred Sawyer, was entitled "This
aurveyed
stove at CITY COAL COMPANY. fense Act of 1011,
Haws.
iWay to Good Habits" taken from
20,000 ntanufacturtog tilirts to
286-3t.
Adv.
equipment
they ran
All members of the club are urg-!the December issue of
ascertain what
Parent's
ed to attend and hear this most ,Magazine. In her discussion Mrs. Mrs. X. CI. Samuel of Mariana, produce in case of war. More than
Ark., spent the week-end with W. 10,000 of these have :teen per.
cnioyable program.
,Sawyer said that the saying of a
sisters, Misses marked as being nratlabie for carryA. Patrick and
• . •
child can stand a little
letting Mczelle and L,eola Patrick.
ing out one or auotber phase of
CELEBRATE GOLDEN
defense production when needed.
alone about eating, is true, as the
CHRISTMAS GIFT wrappings The plants cannot be pot to wort(
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
child should accept its food with
land greeting cards for friends and rookies: Treasons and eluirmont
Mr. and Mrs. Fuel Cruee out- importance and
must bo
happiness. The every
family. overnight tdaehtne tools
member of. the
standhet characters of the Cayce child who refuses to eat is trying
and made. the niechan],m
SHOPPE. Adv. designed
SCOTT'S
FLORAL
of production must, In many incommunity. celebrated their golden ,to show that something is wrong
289-3t. stanecs. he rearranged and adapted
wedding anniversary yesterday at with hte'
Mrs. Hoyt Moore and daughter, to different uses.
their home near Cayce with several
After the program the hostesses ,Martha, and Mrs. Eunice Rolsinson
The problem of National defense.
of their children, friends and neigh- .served cake and coffee to eleven
therefore. Is one of men and mawill leave this afternoon for a few chines. Thn men must be •highly
hors gathering for dinner.
members and two visitors
Mrs.Idays visit in St. Louis and Spring- trained, and the arsebteet mast be
Mr. and Mrs. Cruce were married Ru&aell Rudd and
Mr Stanley field,
fashlowed for special Sobs. The
on December 4, 1890 and are the Boyd
problem is go important and so
Lingerie,
LADY—Hose,
FOR
THE
• • •
complieated that ere earir.ot afford
parents of eight children, seven of
Bed Spreads, Towels and Linens at to hive nny ith:sions Remit h. We
whom survive. Daughters are Mrs.'PROGRAM IN WEEK
287-6t. cannel afford to overestimate or to
THE LEADER STORE.
Louis Shankle of Fulton, Mrs. Har- OF PRAYER MEETINGS
James Warren. Gene underestimate our ability to do it.
Mesdames
ry Ticker of Cayce. Mrs. Herbert Tuesday's program in the Week
The job will be done, but it ne
Speight, Dorris Valentine, Frank quires r501, earnett, rettastie, and
Harrison of Jordan and Mrs. Filbert of Prayer observance at the First
Wiggins, and Grady
Varden are Intelligent Orme, with a fall nailerTaylor of Fulton. The boys are Baptist
Church
was
entitled spending today in Memphis
standing of wtic: is to be dine and
Ethel of Los Angeles Archie of "Healing Through Preaching" and
SOLVE your Christmas problems how to do it.
Detroit and Al of Cayce.
was presented as follows.
the Rytex way. Send personal staThose present for the bountiful: Opening song--"Throw Out The
ra •ed ticial conferences called by U. S.
tionary. visiting cards,
dinner and
celebration yesterday Life Line "
and Fisheries
monogram place cards or infor- Biological Survey
were Mr. and Mrs. Al Cruce, Mr
Prayer—Mrs Earl Taylor.
ic
off
Bureau
mats, for Christmas gifts—inexnenand Mrs Harry Tucker and daugh- "Tidings of Peace
Through sive and appropriate at SCOTT'S. Major Brown also declared that
ter. Elaic. Mrs. Herbert Harrison,'Preaching" —Rev. Louis Bratcher.'
Assistant Director S. A. Wakedv
286
Mrs. Louts Shatkle, Mrs. Parker pastor of Liberty Church
Guy Tucker is quite ill with pneu- field's Mexico City trip in 1937 was
McClure and daughter. Donna Faye. Prayer'---Mrs. R. B. Allen.
monia at his home on Pearl street. approved in advance y 0(r.' A B.
Mn-. Alvin Rogers, Joe Crites and
By All Means Save Some"— Mrs.,
sayrrs FLORAL STIOPPE will Chandler, nearly a year before the
re end Mrs. Euel Cruet.. .1
Norman Frey.
be
open through the noon hour attorney general had first ques• • •
' 'Why I Believe We Should Send
from now on through the Christmas tioned legality of such trips. Brown
FOREST WOODMEN
,a Preacher to Braill"—Rev. Etratchholidays. Adv.
289-3t. said it was made for official conCIRCLE TO MEET
cr
officer:.
I. D. Holmes is improving from ferences with federal
Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle, j Prayer- Mrs. J C. Sugg.
,a recent illness at his home on which he said "are always held at
Myrtle Grove No. 11. will meet FriDirniis.sal prayer—Mrs E. A. Au- , Fourth street.
conventions"
day night at the home of Misses trey.
1 Cemetery Wreaths, beautiful allLillian and Rase May Bell, South
Wednesday afternoon the themel;sortment, reasonably priced from
of town. All members are urged to!of the program was
-Heating. in 1 10c up at SCOTT'S. Adv. 286-6t.
be present.
iTeaching" and was as toilettes:
Mrs.' Charles Murphy. Jr., and
• • •
L 0
Song--"Jesus Saves.'Mrs. Lillian Young of Memphis are
WARRENS ENTERTAIN
Prayer—Mrs. Carl Hastings'.
attending the bedside of Cue TuckCLEM LAST NIGHT
Devotional given by Ira Prosser er.
Mr. and Mrs
Jimmie Warren,of Oklahoma City. who Is leading
COMPLETE C.HRI9TMAS DISwere host and
hostess to their!the singing at the revival now bePLAYS
at THE LEADER STORE.
bridge club last night at their home ing conducted each evening.
—LAST TIMES TODAY—
287-0t.
on Fourth street, entertaining the: -Teaching Them to Observe All
"SOUTH OF Sl.F.E9
three tables of
players. Twelve Things"--Mrs. J. C. Sugg.
—and—
guests 11w/titled ten members and! "Added Reasons for °Wing"— QUESTIONS CITATION OF
"Dispatch From Reuters"
FLORIDA TRIP AS
two visitors Mr and Mrs. Dorris'Mrs. R. B. Allen.
ILLEGALLY REIMBURSED Valentine.
Dismissal prayer—Mrs. J. S. Mille.
-FRIDAY AND SAWRDAY—
• • •
At the end of the
games Mrs.
DOUBLE FEMMES .
Frankfort, Ky.,
Major James
Frank Wiegine held high score for BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
BARGAIN I)tYS
Mr. and Mrs. Byron McAlister. Brown, state fish and game conethe girls alai Grady Varden made
__NAMe
high for th- gentlemen Beth were]Beelerton, announce the birth of znissioner, today questioned At- Matinee
111
a 9 1-2 lb. son born Wednesday torney General Hubert Meredith's Night
given attractive gifts
Mrs. IVarren served a salad plate night, December 4, at the Fulton 'citation of an April, 1938. out-of -and gineer ale
hespital.
dtate trip as being Illegally reim• • •
• • •
bursed.
MOTHERS'(II'S IN
HELEN KING
Brown said Meredith had authorMEETING YESTERDAY
ENTERTAINS CLUB
tZed his trips for "co-operative
One visitor Miss Carnlyr Bead-'work between state federal officiThe tronthiy meeting of the
Mothers' Club was held yesterday les, was present last night when als" in 1939 and that h n could not
home of Mrs. Miss Helen King entertained the understand why in writing Gov.
afternoon at the
Sterling Bennett at her home on members of her Wednesday night Johnson Meredith had cited the
Green street. Mrs. Howard Strange bridge club at her home on the 1938 trip to Jacksonville. Fla..
Middle Road. High
was co-host.css.
score prize which Brown said was on "similar
The chairman of the club. Mrs. went to Miss Ann Godfrey and business." as having been paid for
Arch Fiuddleeton. Jr. presided over Miss Beadles received the travel by the state illegally.
the meeting and in the absence of prize.
Brown said both these trips and
the secret:1:y Mrs. Ernent Cardwell, A delicious sala4 plate was sere - others he had made were for of_
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904101580,111
STANOMIR ENGINE

greatly redacts steering effort—
brings *rye passenger car steering
ease to track spiraling.

NEW, MORE COWORTAItt BOWS
COSWAIMIIIIE
with greatly Increased lag ream
and west, form-fitting sad end
back in cabs, giving myth growler
driver comfort.

60 MODELS . . ON NINE LONGER wmpumsts
.. . A COMPLETE LINE FOR ALL LINES OP BUSINISS
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE 33

FULTON, KENTUCKY

NEWMCIEPVIEVPIAITMCX---NrCiltrIOMAIXWVIENRINPIWINAMIL-WMPE'

Gro.
Phone 602.603

For Good Groceries tinti,
Meats call-

f

Mill
Phone

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
MATCHES (American Ace)6 boxes
HOME DRIED APPLES
2 pounds - - - - 23e
CRAB APPLE (in heavy
syrup) No. 21 can -- 20c
Pillshurk PANCAKE
FLOUR - - - IOU
SNO-SHEEN CAKE
29c
FLOUR,box
EVAP. PEACHES
2 pounds - - - - 25c
CLEANSER
UNBR
14r
3 cans
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP
quart - - - - 35c

CRACKERS
2 pound box
PEANUT BUTTER
quart - - - -23c
LAUNDRY SOAP
25c
7 bars - SUNSHINE Butter Cookies
or Cocoanuts Sticks,lb 15c
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE
large size, can -- - 20c

B 1CON SQUARES
pound - - PICNIC HAMS
- pound
BACON (sliced)
2 pounds (iii stick)
poolui - STE 110 (any cuts)
pound - -

PORK CHOPS (center
('ut) pound PORK ROAST
pound N1 LINERS
poinul
KEG KRAUT
.4
pottnd - -4)
!IABY BEEF LIVEN
pound

niE

"Were we in a fix! Tuesday was my wiles
si-ler's wedding here, and Thursday ss as
my mother's birthday party a thousand
miles sway. It certainly looked as if

MA ot 101 mac num
making those new 1941 Choyrole trucks the bed-looking as
well oath. best-perfoniaMg blocks
in the entire lowest peke Mid.

MOST POWIRFUl TRUCK ENGINES
IN THE LOW-PRICE BELO

w.c'd have to miss one or the othcr until
tve thought of asking you.
"That trip vote fixed up was a wonder. It
woricd likc a charm, and we enjoyed
the train ride besides. We've certainly

got to thank you for helping as keep
peace in the family."

There is nothing Illinois Central

prouder of than their
ability to snake other people happy
—to give expert help in all matters
pertaining to transportation, both
passenger and freight.
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WE HAVE —

Fresh
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Fryers and Hens, Country Sausage, BassIglpripiair
-

AT THE Milli, — — l'evib, of all kinds, Seeds, Fertiliser

and A'anntinii:t?
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DECEMBER SALE of SUITS and TOP-COATS
Despite the rising prices on Men's Clothing, and in order to make this December
?kir Banner Month, we are offering two outstanding values in Suits and Top.
Coats. These are selected from our regular stock and grouped on racks for your
convenience in selecting. They represent radical savings in the heart of the season. Don't miss this unusual opportunity to dress up at a very small cost.
• ::

$

15
Ilene.

Group No.1
SMART TOP-COATS

Group No.2
MEN'S SUITS

Taken from our regular stock.Only one or

Fine pure Wool Worsteds' in Grays, Blues

two of a kind-Tweeds,Coverts and Fleeces,:

and Browns, single or double breasted

in the best styles and quality. Values to

models.Size 36 to 42. Takeerirom our regu-

$25.00. All sizes 34 to 42. Men's and Young

lar stock,and range in price from $21.50 to

Men's styles. Shop early for best selection.

$29.50. Don't fail to take advantage of this

Use our Lay-Away Plan.

opportunity to dress up for Christmas.

DECEMBER
SPECIAL

$
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+++++++++++4-:
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Gift Suggestions For His Christmas — — — We Lay-Away Packages For Christmas Giving — — — Shop Early At Franklin's
• Gloves

• Wool Ties

• Mufflers

• Silk Ties

• Sweaters

• Silk Socks

• Jackets
• Pajamas

• Wool Socks

• Robes

• Glass Belts

• Arrow Shirts

• Suspenders

• Ilandk'chief & Tie Sets • Hand Bags
• Blend Suits
• Tie and Sock Sets

• Hickok Jewelry

'302 Maln ST. f LTOtl,KY.

• Boxed Handkerchiefs
• Linen Handkerchiefs

• Key Chains

• Hickok Belts

• Bill Folds

• Hickok Buckle.

• Rain Coats

• Stetson Hats

• Leather Jackets

• Hickok Koinifet,
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